THE CHOICE IS YOURS
A NEW AGE IN COMMUTING
A DEDICATION TO QUALITY
EXCEEDING YOUR EXPECTATIONS IS A PASSION

Whether it’s finding new and smarter solutions or putting the finishing touches on our unique designs, we stand apart through our relentless pursuit of excellence. We know that your passenger’s safety and your operation’s performance are top priorities.

As the first North American coach manufacturer to achieve ISO 9001 quality certification, Prevost® is totally committed to design and manufacturing quality.

Prevost keeps abreast of technological developments, using only the best industrial grade materials and parts to manufacture its vehicles in compliance with the highest ISO manufacturing standards. A Prevost coach is a vehicle you can count on.

Leading-edge engineering and design

PRIME ENERGY MANAGEMENT

An advanced energy management system that reduces fuel consumption by using engine down time to charge the batteries and compress air. PRIME’s AGM batteries have a longer lifecycle and require less maintenance than traditional batteries.

ADVANCED SUSPENSION SYSTEM

A smooth, quiet ride; higher passenger and driver satisfaction.

WELL-PROVEN VOLVO D13 ENGINE

• Superior low-end performance
• Smooth, quiet operation
• High fuel economy; nearly 1 mpg higher than other commuter coaches*
• SCR system exceeds EPA requirements

QUALITY BEGINS WITH STRONG, DURABLE CONSTRUCTION

• Altoona tested for superior product value and lifecycle efficiency
• Exova certified for structural integrity
• Proven on the nation’s most demanding commuter routes

NEVER ENDING COMMITMENT TO SAFETY

Safety drives our innovation process and our X3-45 Commuter coach focuses on protecting passengers and driver.

* According to Altoona results. See www.altoonabustest.com
DRIVERS PREFER PREVOST

ERGONOMICALLY DESIGNED COCKPIT

Prevost took a page from automotive design when developing the new message center displays, resulting in a substantially improved environment for the driver.

MAXIMIZE EFFICIENCY WITH MULTIPLEX TECHNOLOGY

The Prevost advanced multiplex system was developed and tested to maximize operational efficiency and deliver outstanding performance. Unlike other systems, the Prevost system is a proprietary technology, giving Prevost the unique capacity to adapt it perfectly to its vehicle. The reliable and user-friendly system features a multitude of benefits, including easier maintenance, faster troubleshooting, and quick and accurate diagnosis of problems with vital components—all this with one-third fewer wires, relays, and terminals.
Ease of maintenance

**VERTICAL INSTALLATION OF EXHAUST SYSTEM**

Thanks to our unique vertical installation and rooftop diffuser mount, the SCR and DPF system produces less heat in the engine compartment. It also provides easier accessibility for safer maintenance. In this vertical configuration, the DPF and SCR components and sensors are better protected from damage.

**SWAP AND PLUG WHEELCHAIR LIFT**

Allows for easy maintenance without keeping a coach down.

**SIMPLE OPERATION AND HASSLE-FREE MAINTENANCE**

- Scheduled maintenance components are conveniently located in easy to access compartments
- Hinged doors and fenders provide full access to engine, transmission and rear suspension components
- Easy to drive and maintain
Smooth, quiet ride, relaxing commuting environment

EASY ACCESS:
- Shorter entry steps
- Wider entry door
- Wider aisle
- More interior height, than other commuter coaches
- Destination signs, front, side, rear
- Sliding wheelchair lift door with LED docking lights
- Bi-part entrance door

MODERN, COMFORT-FOCUSED INTERIOR
- Unsurpassed 80” high interior environment
- 110V electrical outlets which are easily accessible to all passengers
- LED adjustable individual reading lamps
PARTS ORDERING

Prevost offers 24/7 emergency parts ordering and shipping and 24/7 online parts ordering with a special discount. Prevost Parts® exclusive computerized parts catalog provides immediate access to all coach assemblies, sub-assemblies, and components. Prevost Parts and Service™ centers use RF barcode technology for quick shipment of parts, and, with the exception of regular maintenance parts, all parts supplied and installed in a Prevost Parts and Service center carry a one year warranty.

24 HOUR FIELD SERVICE

Every Prevost is supported by a professional field service team with over 500 years of bus and motorcoach service experience, knowledge, and integrity. Our field service experts are dedicated to doing whatever is necessary to keep your vehicles on the road. In addition, we have the largest service network with Prevost Service centers and Service Providers across North America.

TRAINING WEBINARS

Training is available 24/7 on all aspects of Prevost coach maintenance. Access our training webinars, which give clear visual instruction on the topics your maintenance team needs to know about. Access Prevost webinars at [https://prevostevents.webex.com](https://prevostevents.webex.com)
AFTER SALES SERVICE